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Disclaimer

This document provides an initial summary of the metaricaro project. As the project proceeds, this document is expected to evolve over time. The Metaricaro team may post modifications, revisions, and/or updated drafts until the final document is presented prior to the date of the public beta.

This whitepaper sets forth a description of the planned use of the metaricaro token. This is being provided for information purposes only and is not a binding legal agreement. The Metaricaro beta will be governed by separate terms & conditions.

Terms & conditions

In the event of a conflict between the terms & conditions and this whitepaper is not an offering document or prospectus, and is not intended to provide the basis of any investment decision or contract.

General

This document is for informational purposes only and is not an offer or sale of shares of Metaricaro.

The possession of any of the tokens (CARO) does not confer to the holder any ownership rights over Metaricaro or any other right.

Feedback from the community will be taken into account; however, the possession of the tokens does not entitle you to participate in decision making or in any commercial development direction related to Metaricaro. Because the tokens and network are based on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) protocol, any protocol failure in BSC can have a significant adverse effect on the network or tokens.

In addition, advances in cryptography or technological advances, as well as the development of quantum computing, can risk the tokens and the Web. You are responsible for implementing reasonable measures to ensure the security of your wallet or other storage mechanism that you use to receive and store the tokens you receive, including private keys or other credentials required to access such funds. If your private keys or other access credentials are lost, you may lose access to your tokens. We are not responsible for such losses.
Risk

Metaricaro do not in any way represent a formal or legally binding investment. Due to unforeseen circumstances, the goals described in this document are subject to change. While it is our intention to achieve all the goals described in this document, all individuals and parties that acquire CARO do so at their own risk.

Blockchain technology has been monitored and scrutinized by different regulatory agencies around the world. The BSC network, as well as CARO, could be affected by one or more regulatory actions by governments, including restrictions on the use or possession of digital tokens such as CARO, which could prevent or limit the utility or purchase of this token in the future.

Introduction

METARICARO is the Gaming and Crypto based Ecosystem. We are introducing METARICARO (CARO) token to represent for the Metaricaro Ecosystem.
Our Vision

With Metaricaro we want to take online and fantasy games to next level ecosystem based on Internet Block-chain and the Fantasy Gaming industry where user will be able to play, learn and earn more by using their skills and knowledge and enjoy more features than they thought.

We are looking to create an ecosystem where our customers will be able to play fantasy games globally without having any geographical restriction as in traditional platform’s like Fanduel, Dream11 etc. and also they can play, trade, buy our services from Metaricaro across multiple Platform.

Our Project

- Fantasy Gaming Platform
- Play2earn Gaming Platform: dream2earn.com
- BITRISER Crypto Exchange

Token Symbol: CARO
Decimal: 18
Total Supply: 99,999,999
Blockchain: Binance Smart Chain
Contract Address: 0x683c9e425d1876329eac86502d53352678235302
Blockchain Explorer: https://bscscan.com/
Fantasy Gaming Platform

Online Fantasy Gaming has grown to be a multi-billion-dollar industry. There are many online platforms that allow people to Play fantasy Game Online this market, however, they all rely on the traditional infrastructure.

This dream2paly.com is the crypto based fantasy Gaming platform where users can play fantasy games by using CARO token globally that provides access to the global digital fantasy gaming platform.

World’s finest crypto fantasy gaming platform dream2paly.com is a fun and engaging fantasy gaming platform for all crypto-currency enthusiasts who have a fair understanding of these markets.

The dream2paly.com gives you a chance to test your knowledge and skills, create virtual teams to build or enhance your gaming analytical skills, while winning cash daily.

Compete with other sports fans and Win.

Dream2play users will get the chance to compete and Play with over 200 million fantasy users globally in public contests, matches or create your private contest.
Welcome to the new era of online decentralized fantasy gaming where you can create, your own teams, and compete with other players, and get chance to win daily rewards this ecosystem governed by the community, and supported by a complex economy where supply and demand are the greatest currency through play2earn in-game style.

**How does fantasy game work?**

On dream2earn.com, you create your fantasy team based on a real-life match to score maximum points and win exciting prizes of worth up to millions.

**Can I actually win on dream2earn.com?**

Absolutely! Lots of players have already winning big prizes on Fantasy Gaming and you can too. We host different kinds of contests, each with its own entry fee and reward prize.

Participate, compete and win prizes! Once the results are announced for a tournament/match, winners can get there reward immediately with CARO APP.

Simply choose a contest that you want to play, defeat the competition, and celebrate big wins.
Dream2earn Gaming Platform

Dream2earn is taking the play2earn gaming industry on next level. Enter the game and free yourself from earthly limitations.

As technology has become more accessible to the general public, video game business models have developed to a whole new level. Previously, games could only be played on arcade machines in specific gaming arenas.

Gamers would battle for the highest score with a sack full of quarters. However, things changed drastically as the revolution in technology brought games to our smartphones, home computers, and gaming consoles such as PS5, Xbox, and so on.

Now, the world is seeing a new gaming model known as play2earn, specifically in the block-chain universe. It effectively gives players a chance to generate revenues by participating in games.

Players create value for other gamers and developers by engaging in the in-game ecosystem and earn rewards for their contributions.

As a result, the play-to-earn business model pairs nicely with block-chain games.
Bitriser Crypto Exchange

We are building a multifunctional cryptocurrency exchange platform. will be safest crypto exchange, with a dedicated focus on making crypto accessible. With The planning to Start in 2023, BITRISER will solved numerous problems faced by the crypto community.

BITRISER will be the most secured, fast & advanced digital assets exchange. It will be complete exchange supporting multiple crypto-currencies/ tokens on a single platform.

BITRISER the first Of ever it's kind multi-level referral program run by any exchange 50% commission of every trading fee will be distributed as per our referral program.
As we have CARO currencies, for on-chain activity Metaricaro Token (CARO), we have focused on solid tokenomics to have a year’s scalable game to assure an in-game and off-game wealthy economy.

The Metaricaro has a total supply of 99,999,999 CARO TOKEN.

As detailed below, our tokenomics are quite specific and fixed. The CARO token is not mintable, which means that it can’t have more than 99,999,999 CARO TOKEN issued

**ICO & Presale**

**Community – 4 %**

We are committed to build a huge strong & loyal community we are decided to reserve 4,000,000 (4%) of total CARO supply for our unique airdrop community building program.

**Presale – 10 %**

10,000,000 (10%) of The CARO sale of Metaricaro (ICO) will be carried out in presale.

**Private Sale – 26 %**

26,000,000 (26%) of The CARO sale of Metaricaro (ICO) will be carried out in first phases.
Staking: 20%

20,000,000 (20%) of the total CARO will be given as an incentive to the participants Holding/Staking CARO token.

Reward: 10%

10000000 (10%) of the total CARO will be given as an Referral & Level incentive For Affiliate participants Holding/Staking of CARO token.

Play2earn: 10%

10000000 (10%) of the total CARO will be given as an Play2Earn Reward To Players who participate in Tournament & Matches.

Players will have daily Task available to get CARO tokens by Play2earn concept. To do this, they must log in daily and play a game. This will allow players to get daily reward tokens.

Additionally, if the player performs Better THEN, they will get additional tokens.

Ecosystem Fund: 5%

5,000,000 (5%) of the total CARO will be Reserve for Operation & Management, including developers, managers, and others.

Adviser: 5%

The advisors of the Metaricaro ecosystem will be given 5,000,000 (5%) of the total CARO for their contribution.
Initial distribution of the funds raised by the sale of the CARO-
Roadmap

2021 – Q1
Establishment of the Metaricaro Ecosystem

2021 – Q2
Working on Development Program.

2021 – Q3
Common Ecosystem Infrastructure Development Plan Created.

2021 – Q4
Created all social media and metaricaro.com

2022 – Q1
This quarter will be most important for marketing team assembling and exploration.

2022 – Q2
Online gaming platform dream2earn.com will be start to build, online gaming platform play2earn concept development will be start.

2022 – Q3
Preparation of launching and Marketing for Online Gaming platform dream2earn.com will starts.
2022 – Q4
Listing on Coin market cap, pre sale phase wise will be start

2023 – Q1
  Launching of Carox Crypto Exchange.

2023 – Q2
  Full Ecosystem Completed.
**Gaming Economy**

While you can enjoy, have fun with your friends playing at dream2paly, you can also profit from the Play2Earn experience to win real money, which makes the game even more exciting!

In our world, there is currencies available for use and exchanges, Tradable and exchangeable on decentralized platforms like Pancakeswap.

The first one is the CARO Token which stands for CARO coin,

This token deployed on the Binance Smart Chain is the base cryptocurrency for on-chain payment.

You can also use the CARO TOKEN for buying and selling NFT properties (items, spells) very soon from the game into our online web marketplace using your Wallet (like Metamask /Trust Wallet).
**Our Mission**

Our project links crypto with fantasy gaming industry.

Globally more than 200 million users are playing fantasy games based on different sports (Football, Cricket and Soccer etc), but there is a limitations

Based on geographical rules and regulations imposed by different governments, even some countries banned these Play2Earn Fantasy games partially or completely.

We have noticed that unfortunately today maximum people want to play their favorite sport on bigger platform but currently they can't play it because of lack of infrastructure!

Especially in some countries of Asia, Africa, Central and South America with areas left to abandon because they do not have the platform to play globally.

By using blockchain we decided to resolve this problem by developing a Global Crypto based Fantasy Gaming Platform where everyone can play limitless by using CARO token,

Our goal to become a market leader in crypto fantasy gaming industry.
What is Blockchain?

A blockchain is a distributed database that is shared among the nodes of a computer network. As a database, a blockchain stores information electronically in digital format. Blockchains are best known for their crucial role in cryptocurrency systems, such as Bitcoin, for maintaining a secure and decentralized record of transactions.

The innovation with a blockchain is that it guarantees the fidelity and security of a record of data and generates trust without the need for a trusted third party.

A blockchain platform allows users and developers to create novel uses of an existing blockchain infrastructure. One example is Ethereum, which has a native cryptocurrency known as ether (ETH). But the Ethereum blockchain also allows the creation of smart contracts and programmable tokens used in initial coin offerings (ICOs), and non-fungible tokens (NFTs). These are all built up around the Ethereum infrastructure and secured by nodes on the Ethereum network.

What is BEP20 wallet address?

The BNB Chain Wallet is where BNB, BEP20 standard tokens are stored on the BNB Chain. You can send and receive BNB, BEP20 standard tokens as well as interact with applications on the BNB Chain.

In particular, this wallet is owned by you, so no one has the right to influence or use the wallet other than you.
What is included in a BNB Chain Wallet address?

A BNB Chain Wallet has 3 extremely important pieces of information you must note:

- **Wallet address**: A sequence of numbers and characters used to send assets to the BNB Chain wallet. Others can transfer coins to you through the wallet address you provide. A BNB Chain (BNB BEP20) wallet address will have the following format: 0x859AA4525c19829034CbbFD916F46c068F116310

- **Passphrase**: A security key that can be understood as a password consisting of any 12 English keywords. If you want to perform the wallet recovery operation, you must go through the Passphrase login step. Format of a Passphrase: task estate tube ear decade stone trick army gray nice net bottle.

- **Private Key**: A string of letters and numbers to connect to the account, quite similar to the password of a bank account. Format of a Private Key: 0x3b0c8dd07372e32a5eb89b2c74996d6daad56cc8a40bc7eaa418b5d5630623b1.

To visualize, you can imagine that the BNB Chain Wallet is a bank account, the wallet address is the account number and the passphrase/private key is the password.
Anti-Dumping Policy

What Is an Anti-Dumping Policy?

An anti-dumping policy is a set of rules or provision that prevents investors from falling victim to pump and dump schemes.

Dumping is a term that refers to an occurrence when a big investor, also known as a whale, buys a huge number of tokens with the intention of substantially increasing the price before selling all of it for a large profit.

Take for example the SQUID token, which was once valued at only $0.01. However, as the price began to skyrocket, investors were barred from selling SQUID due to a number of policies in line, one of which was the "anti-dumping policy. In a market structured with just buyers when the price of SQUID skyrocketed the fraudsters ran off with all the invested amount. The token's price plummeted from $2,861 to $0.00079 within a few minutes.

We offer anti-dumping protection to investors for ICO Launchpad. More than 2 percent of the total CARO TOKEN After Staking Completion Period cannot be Withdrawal from metaricaro.com/dream2earn.com in a single day, but users can Sale or Transfer there CARO by using p2p and internal transfer option without any restriction after completion of staking period on their staked CARO token.

Furthermore, the Single buy orders of the CARO tokens cannot exceed 0.5 percent of the entire supply.

The aim is to significantly raise token values, generate demand, and build hype.
Conclusion

CARO Owner and Stake Holder will be benifitted from it by receiving CARO from the Staking reward pool and strong liquidity for all CARO Owners will be availed by this.

This can be beneficial in the following ways.

- More tokens are staked for staking rewards it results limited supply in circulating due to this demand will be higher then due to limited supply CARO token value will increase.

- It also provides benefits to all users more transactions are performed more the higher liquidity pool is going to be and it helps in rapid growth of CARO community.

- In its most simple form, liquidity refers to how easy it is to convert crypto currency into cash quickly. Liquidity is important for all crypto currencies. Low liquidity levels mean that market volatility is present, on the other hand, High liquidity means there is a stable, secure and growing market.
**Our Team**

**Founder**

Metaricaro is being developed by ORYX Technologies which is a technology-focused organization founded in early 2021 by MAHAMOOD HAMEED RADHI. ORYX GROUP has its headquarters in Manama city, Kingdom of Bahrain.

After Completing B E In Computer Science with his deep Understanding & Futuristic Entrepreneurial Vision at the age of 29 Mahamood founded Oryx Real Estate Management & Investment Company. He has very deep understanding of computer science, technology & artificial intelligence.

He has been an investor since early 2016. He is very positive about block chain & WEB 3.0 he involved in all key decisions from product development to marketing and future plans of the metaricaro. He wants to create a block chain based ecosystem where people get benefitted.

**MAHAMOOD HAMID RADHI**

Founder & CEO

“METARICARO”

Also own Oryx Real Estate & Investment Based on Baharaine

Linkedin : [https://www.linkedin.com/in/nasir-md-1a42bb254](https://www.linkedin.com/in/nasir-md-1a42bb254)

Facebook : [https://www.facebook.com/mahmoord1](https://www.facebook.com/mahmoord1)
NAZEER E.M.  
(Chief Operating Officer)  
Nazeer has over 25 year experience in business management. In various industries helped to build many companies in Retail, Real estate & investment  
Nazeer is based in India.  
Linkedin : [https://www.linkedin.com/in/nasir-md-1a42bb254](https://www.linkedin.com/in/nasir-md-1a42bb254)  
Facebook : [https://www.facebook.com/naseer.mohamed.1217](https://www.facebook.com/naseer.mohamed.1217)

MURALIDHAR TRIPATHI  
(Chief Marketing Advisor)  
Murlidhar has over 10 year experience in sales & marketing and has over 5 years’ experience in crypto he build many companies  
With his excellent sales marketing and business strategy.  
His background is in business management and marketing  
Murli is based in India.  
Facebook : [https://www.facebook.com/murli.tiwari](https://www.facebook.com/murli.tiwari)  
Linkedin : [https://www.linkedin.com/in/murli-tripathi-a5199b136](https://www.linkedin.com/in/murli-tripathi-a5199b136)

ARVIND KUMAR  
(Chief Marketing Officer)  
Arvind has over 12 years experience in marketing and social networking. He has good knowledge in crypto industry.  
Arvind Kumar is based in India.  
Facebook : [https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100079639526748](https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100079639526748)  
Linkedin : [https://www.linkedin.com/in/arvind-kumar-678272254](https://www.linkedin.com/in/arvind-kumar-678272254)

DURGESHWAR KUMAR SOLANKI  
(Technical Adviser)  
Durgeshwar Kumar Solanki is based in India.  
Linkedin : [https://www.linkedin.com/in/durgeshwar-kumar-solanki-258134b0/](https://www.linkedin.com/in/durgeshwar-kumar-solanki-258134b0/)
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